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ABSTRACT

Simulations of the West African monsoon (WAM) for the present-day climate (0 ka) and the mid-Holocene (6 ka) using the coupled models from the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project phase 2 (PMIP2) are assessed in this study. The authors first compare the ensemble simulations with modern observations and proxy estimates of past precipitation, showing that the PMIP2 model median captures the basic features of the WAM for 0 ka and the changes at 6 ka, despite systematic biases in the preindustrial (PI) simulations and underestimates of the northward extent and intensity of precipitation changes.

The model spread is then discussed based on a classification of the monsoonal convective regimes for a subset of seven coupled models. Two major categories of model are defined based on their differences in simulating deep and moderate convective regimes in the PI simulations. Changes in precipitation at 6 ka are dominated by changes in the large-scale dynamics for most of the PMIP2 models and are characterized by a shift in the monsoonal circulation toward deeper convective regimes. Consequently, changes in the total precipitation at 6 ka depend on the changes in convective regimes and the characteristics of these regimes in the PI simulations. The results indicate that systematic model biases in simulating the radiation and heat fluxes could explain the damping of the meridional temperature gradient over West Africa and thereby the underestimation of precipitation in the Sahel-Sahara region.

1. Introduction

Variability in annual precipitation in West Africa is dominated by the seasonal and interannual variations of the monsoon rainfall during boreal summer [the West African monsoon (WAM)]. Following the seasonal migration of the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ), the WAM brings the rainfall maxima to the north of the ITCZ, leading to the rainy season in these regions. These seasonal variations are tied to the large-scale circulation resulting from the large-scale land–sea thermal contrast, which may or not override the low-level or local factors linked to surface processes or local hydrology (Xue et al. 2010). Several studies show that general circulation models (GCMs), when forced with prescribed sea surface temperature (SST), have some skill in reproducing the pronounced precipitation trend that prevailed during the 1970s in these regions (Giannini et al. 2003; Zhou and Yu 2006). However, when the ocean is coupled to the atmosphere, these models tend to overestimate the correlation between West African precipitation and interannual fluctuations induced by teleconnections between El Niño events and the WAM circulation (Jolly et al. 1998b; Zhao et al. 2007). Other factors, such as variations in the Atlantic Ocean circulation, affect the mean location of the rain belt over the tropical Atlantic, thereby influencing West African rainfall (Zhao et al. 2005). The model complexity and resolution required to represent the different aspects of the WAM have not yet been established. Available GCM simulations do not have the required resolution to model local factors, such
as the orography, which is of limited amplitude in West Africa but plays a role in the development of the African heat low (Cook 1999) and in the triggering and organization of the convection. The link between boundary layer processes and interannual rainfall, which is important for research into the climate of semiarid regions of the Sahel, is not yet understood (Nicholson 2000). To improve our understanding of the interactions between climate dynamics and land surface variability changes requires documenting the complicated balance between surface-driven variation and large-scale flow patterns (Dolman et al. 1997; Bony and Dufresne 2005).

Despite recent progress in the monitoring and understanding of the WAM within the framework of the African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analysis (AMMA; http://amma-international.org/), there are still large uncertainties in projections of future climate in this region, such that even the sign of future precipitation change is uncertain (Solomon et al. 2007). Consequently, it is necessary to consider other climatic periods to gain a better understanding of the sensitivity of the WAM precipitation to different forcings. Evidence from pollen data, past lake levels, and other proxy records suggest a much wetter period in the Sahel and Sahara regions from the early Holocene to the mid-Holocene (Anderson et al. 1988; Jolly et al. 1998b; Gasse 2002; Kohfeld et al. 2005; Lézine et al. 2011; Bartlein et al. 2011). This wet period was triggered by an enhanced seasonal cycle of insolation induced by slow variations in Earth’s orbital parameters (Kutzbach and Otto-Bliesner 1982; Kutzbach and Guetter 1986; Kutzbach and Liu 1997; Joussaume et al. 1999). Although this wet period cannot be considered as an analog for future climate change (Mitchell 1990), it provides a test of our understanding of the seasonal evolution of the monsoon system and of its sensitivity to global and local factors. The mid-Holocene period has been established as a benchmark period for climate models by the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project phase 1 (PMIP1) (Joussaume and Taylor 1995). Previous studies (Joussaume et al. 1999) have shown that simulations relying on SST prescribed at modern values underestimated the increased precipitation resulting from changes in insolation and that ocean and vegetation feedbacks were needed to produce enhanced precipitation closer to proxy reconstructions (Braconnot et al. 2004).

Simulations performed as part of PMIP2 include both ocean–atmosphere and ocean–atmosphere–vegetation models (Braconnot et al. 2007a). This set of simulations confirms previous findings. Improvements in the SST bias contribute to an improved simulation of the monsoon at 6 ka (Ohgaito and Abe-Ouchi 2009). In particular, the increased SST gradient that built up across 5°N in the tropical Atlantic in response to the increased insolation in the Northern Hemisphere favors a position of the ITCZ farther north than at present, together with a northward shift and intensification of the West African rain belt (Zhao et al. 2005; Braconnot et al. 2007b). The simulations have also revealed that the vegetation feedback may be weaker than initially thought and that the interactions between monsoon, and vegetation and soil moisture may not be adequately represented in the Sahel transition region. There is also a wide spread in the results, with precipitation increase ranging from 2 to 4 mm day⁻¹ on average over the Sahel region (Braconnot et al. 2007a). Some of the differences have been attributed to differences in the desert albedo (Braconnot et al. 2007b). However, other factors, such as model parameterizations (convection scheme, clouds, boundary layers, and surface hydrology), should be analyzed in more depth.

Previous analyses of mid-Holocene simulations also clearly show that a full assessment of the realism of past simulations requires comparison of simulations of the modern climate and past changes with modern observations and proxy reconstructions, respectively (Joussaume et al. 1999). The location of the simulated modern ITCZ is likely to be an important factor in determining the location of the change in precipitation in the mid-Holocene, even though there is not necessarily a link between the northward extent of the ITCZ and the magnitude of precipitation changes (Joussaume et al. 1999). Similarly, depending on the structure of the large-scale circulation over West Africa, the regions that are most affected by the insolation changes may vary from one model to the other, favoring north–south or east–west gradients in the temperature and precipitation changes (Braconnot et al. 2002).

The objective of the present work is to revisit the results of PMIP2 simulations over Africa using two approaches. The first approach considers the ensemble of simulations in order to determine how well the PMIP2 models reproduce some of the basic features of the summer monsoon precipitation; the spread among the different model results is then discussed on a regional basis, considering the modern climate, the simulated changes for the mid-Holocene, and the mechanisms. The second objective is to understand model differences by considering model characteristics for present-day climate and their sensitivities to the insolation change. We adopt a classification into convective regimes, following Bony et al. (2004), to determine if systematic differences appear between the different model results depending on the distribution of convection over West Africa. This analysis emphasizes the comparison of atmospheric processes, which provides an interesting complement to the geographical
comparison made in the first part. It also provides a complementary view to Braconnot et al. (2000), who analyzed the relative contributions of the different fluxes affecting the atmospheric energy budget in the set of PMIP1 simulations with atmosphere-only models and showed that differences between PMIP1 simulations reflect differences in model parameterizations, including surface processes and clouds.

The manuscript is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the PMIP2 simulations for 0 and 6 ka as estimated from the PMIP2 ensemble. Section 3 describes the spread in PMIP2 model results for different convective regimes. Finally, a discussion of the results and the main conclusions are presented in section 4.

2. Preindustrial and mid-Holocene climate as estimated from the PMIP2 ensemble

a. Models and data

The version of the PMIP2 database used in this study includes 14 mid-Holocene (6 ka) simulations performed with coupled ocean–atmosphere (OA) models (Table 1). Some modeling groups also used ocean–atmosphere–vegetation (OAV) models, but these six OAV model versions are slightly different from their OA counterparts, so it is not possible to compare the pairs of OA and OAV simulations directly to diagnose the vegetation feedback (Braconnot et al. 2007b). Detailed model descriptions can be found on the PMIP2 website (http://pmip2.lsce.ipsl.fr/). The simulations were run following the PMIP2 protocol. The control experiment (0 ka) is a preindustrial climate simulation for which trace gases are set to the 1750 values. The mid-Holocene experiment considers changes in Earth’s orbital parameters and trace gases (Braconnot et al. 2007a). The PMIP2 database includes 100-yr-long monthly means corresponding to a period after model adjustment to the new forcing. For all the model simulations we computed the monthly-mean climatology from these 100 yr and used individual summer months in the classification into convective regimes.

Two independent reanalysis datasets, the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) (Kalnay et al. 1996) and the 40-yr European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis (ERA-40; Uppala et al. 2005), are used to assess the large-scale circulation features and African monsoon dynamics reproduced by the coupled models. Several drawbacks have been identified with these datasets over Africa. In particular, ERA-40 rainfall and surface temperature are affected by a discontinuity in 1978 when assimilation of reliable satellite data began (Källberg 1997). The NCEP reanalysis generally underestimates the rainfall amount during the rainy season in tropical Africa, and three artificial abrupt shifts are found that may be related to
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Table 1. List of PMIP2 models and references. Model names not expanded in text are as follows: Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation Mark, version 3 (CSIRO Mk3); Earth System Model of Intermediate Complexity (EMIC) Climate deBilt–Coupled Large-Scale Ice Ocean–Vegetation Continuous Description (ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE); Max Planck Institute Ocean Model (MPI-OM); Lund–Potsdam–Jena dynamic global vegetation model (LPJ); Fast Ocean Atmosphere Model (FOAM); Goddard Institute for Space Studies Model E (GISS-E); IPSL Coupled Model, version 4 (CM4); MRI Coupled General Circulation Model (CGCM); the Met Office model run at Bristol University (UBRIS); and third climate configuration of the Met Office Unified Model (HadCM3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model name in PMIP2 database</th>
<th>Short name</th>
<th>OA</th>
<th>OAV</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCSM3*</td>
<td>CCSM3</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Otto-Bliesner et al. 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSIRO Mk3L-1.0</td>
<td>CSIRO1.0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Phipps 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSIRO Mk3L-1.1</td>
<td>CSIRO1.1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Phipps 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE</td>
<td>ECBILT</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Renssen et al. 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHAM5–MPI-OM1</td>
<td>ECHAM5</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jungclaus et al. 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHAM53–MPI-OM127–LPJ</td>
<td>ECHAM5–LPJ</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Marsland et al. 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGOALS-1.0g*</td>
<td>FGOALS</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yu et al. 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOAM*</td>
<td>FOAM</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Jacob et al. 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GISS-E</td>
<td>GISS</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Schmidt et al. 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL CM4*</td>
<td>IPSL</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marti et al. 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIROC3.2*</td>
<td>MIROC</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>K-1 Model Developers 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI CGCM2.3.4fa*</td>
<td>MRIa</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Yukimoto et al. 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI CGCM2.3.4nfa*</td>
<td>MIRnfa</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Yukimoto et al. 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBRIS–HadCM3M2</td>
<td>HadCM3</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gordon et al. 2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Model used in the classification of the dynamical regime.
problems in the data assimilation and the availability of observations (Poccard et al. 2000). However, these reanalyses provide a consistent picture of the monsoonal circulation and we only consider the mean seasonal cycle here. Because of the known unreliability in both reanalyses, we also consider the rainfall and surface air temperature (TAS) from the Climatic Research Unit (CRU) dataset over the continent (Mitchell and Jones 2005). In addition, the radiation and heat fluxes from the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) (Barkstrom 1984) at the top of atmosphere (TOA) and the International Satellite Land–Surface Climatology Project (ISLSCP) (Smith 1998) at the surface are used to validate the representation of these fluxes in the different control simulations.

b. Simulated temperature and precipitation in West Africa

The PMIP2 simulations are considered as an ensemble in order to discuss the characteristics of the West African monsoon in terms of TAS, precipitation, sea level pressure (SLP), and radiation and heat fluxes at TOA and the surface for both the 0- and 6-ka simulations. A best estimate of the simulated climate periods is provided by the model median for different variables (Figs. 1–3). We consider the median rather than the ensemble mean because the number of simulations is small and the model simulations are not symmetrically distributed around the ensemble mean. With this solution, outliers have less weight in the analysis. The median was estimated at each grid point of a 1° × 1° grid over West Africa. Because of the different resolutions in the PMIP2 coupled models, a bilinear interpolation was first applied to interpolate different climate variables onto the common 1° × 1° grid. At each grid point and for each variable, the values of model simulations were then sorted from minimum to maximum in order to extract the median value as well as the first and the third quartiles. These quartiles are used to define the interval around the median where 50% of the simulations can be found, as well as the error bars in Figs. 1–3. Since a different model may be chosen as the median at each grid point, there is no inherent direct physical linkage between different fields: they only provide orders of magnitude and the large-scale patterns showing how well the PMIP2 ensemble captures the climateology over West Africa.

The summer rain belt maximum for the model median for 0 ka is located around 8°N (Fig. 1b), in agreement with the CRU climatology (Fig. 1a). The rain belt corresponds to the location of maximum ascent at 500 hPa, while descending air controls most of the Sahara region. The model median captures this feature well but the simulated precipitation is slightly underestimated between 0° and 10°N (Fig. 1c). This is consistent with Cook and Vizy (2006), who show that most climate models fail to capture the three precipitation maxima located on the west coast, over the eastern portion of the Guinea coast and over the Ethiopian highlands, respectively. Figure 2 shows the corresponding TAS and SLP. Although the TAS and SLP are underestimated over West Africa (Fig. 2c), the African heat low over the western Sahara is captured by the model median (Fig. 2b). However, the model spread is large for these variables, particularly along the Sahel region and in the Gulf of Guinea for the precipitation (Fig. 1d) and in the Sahara for the TAS (Fig. 2d).

The mid-Holocene insolation forcing increases TAS in the Sahara and reinforces the African heat low, thereby enhancing the north–south pressure gradient (Fig. 2e) and the northward penetration of the African monsoon flow into the Sahara (Fig. 1e). This feature has been discussed widely in the literature (e.g., Anderson et al. 1988; Joussaume et al. 1999). The PMIP2 model median shows stronger convection developing in the Sahel and extending northward into the Sahara, increasing the precipitation in the Sahel and in the southern part of Sahara but decreasing it along the Gulf of Guinea (Fig. 1e). The TAS decreases where precipitation increases (Fig. 2e) because the increased cloud associated with the convection reflects solar radiation back to space (de Noblet et al. 1996; Zhao et al. 2005). Enhanced local hydrological recycling may also contribute to surface cooling. As shown in Fig. 1f, the model spread for the precipitation widens in North Africa and around 10°N, implying different representations of northward shift of the rain belt among the PMIP2 models. The model spread for TAS also widens around 20°N, which is consistent with the changes found for precipitation (Fig. 2f).

Pollen reconstructions from Jolly et al. (1998a) indicate much wetter conditions during the mid-Holocene up to 23°N. However, Joussaume et al. (1999) concluded that the northward extent and magnitude of the annual-mean precipitation in the mid-Holocene was underestimated by PMIP1 atmosphere-only simulations. Using a lake model, Coe and Harrison (2002) obtained a >30% underestimate of the maximum extent of Lake Chad. Braconnot et al. (2007a) reported that the PMIP2 coupled ocean–atmosphere simulations gave improved results for the zonal-mean change in precipitation. However, even though it produces twice the PMIP1 precipitation north of 18°N, the PMIP2 ensemble still underestimates the rainfall by about 25%–30%. Peyron et al. (2006) used two different methods to reconstruct precipitation from pollen data and provided a more regional assessment of model results in data-rich regions. We computed the annual-mean precipitation averaged
FIG. 1. Summer rainfall [June–September (JJAS); shaded; mm day$^{-1}$] and $\omega$500 (contours; Pa s$^{-1}$) over northern West Africa: (a) precipitation from CRU and $\omega$500 from NCEP; (b) model median for 0 ka; (c) difference between model median and observations; (d) model spread for 0 ka characterized by the size of the interval in which 50% of the model results are found; (e) (6 − 0) ka difference for the model median; and (f) model spread for the changes in 6 ka as defined in (d).
FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but for TAS (shaded; °C) and SLP (contours; hPa) over northern West Africa. TAS is from CRU, and SLP from NCEP.
over the same regions as in their Fig. 2: values for 0 ka and their changes for 6 ka are shown in Table 2. Most of the models overestimate the annual-mean precipitation over the Sahara–Sahel regions (10°–20°N, 10°–14°E) and underestimate the amount of precipitation over the eastern Sahara (18°–26°N, 20°–30°E) in 0-ka simulations when compared with CRU data (Table 2). During the mid-Holocene, PMIP2 models produce more than 100 mm yr⁻¹ of precipitation change over the Sahara–Sahel regions, but only two simulations match the 300–600 mm yr⁻¹ suggested by the reconstruction data. Over the eastern Sahara, all the PMIP2 simulations produce increased precipitation, with five of them producing an increase between 90 and 400 mm yr⁻¹, as suggested by the reconstruction (Table 2). Farther south along the equator the precipitation change is positive or
negative, depending on the model. There is a more systematic reduction of precipitation in East Africa, which is consistent with data estimates (Hély et al. 2009). This comparison confirms the overall statement that the ocean feedback strengthens the monsoon response to the insolation forcing in the mid-Holocene, but the precipitation changes are still underestimated. It also highlights that some of the models produce an east–west gradient in precipitation change that is not seen in the data. In addition, those models that produce a precipitation change in better agreement with paleoreconstruction do not necessarily produce the right amount of precipitation in the 0-ka simulation (Table 2) [e.g., Flexible Global Ocean–Atmosphere–Land System Model (FGOALS)]. Thus, in addition to the direct evaluation of precipitation in the different climates, better understanding and evaluation of the processes are needed.

c. Radiation and heat fluxes at TOA and the surface

Since the rainfall and TAS are zonally distributed, as shown in Figs. 1b and 2b, we further compare the PMIP2 model median for 0 ka with several zonally averaged climatologies in Fig. 3a and consider the link between precipitation, TAS, and the radiation and heat fluxes. Large differences are found between the two reanalyses and the CRU data for precipitation; this is likely to be due to either a lack of observations or differences in the parameterizations. In some regions these differences equal the range of 50% model spread. It is thus difficult to assess the realism of PMIP2 0-ka simulations fully, particularly in the deep convection region around 10°N (Fig. 3a). However, the comparison shows that the PMIP2 model median reproduces the meridional distributions of precipitation, TAS, and the radiation and heat fluxes at TOA reasonably well when compared with the various observational datasets. The northernmost limit of precipitation coincides with the maximum temperature and the location of the minimum of the heat low in the Sahara, as discussed in Braconnot et al. (2000). Compared with the ERBE data, the shortwave radiation at TOA over the Sahara region is overestimated by the model median but the outgoing longwave radiation agrees well [Fig. 3a: shortwave radiation at TOA (RST) and outgoing longwave radiation (OLR)]. At the surface, the model median shows greater shortwave radiation, longwave radiation, and latent heat flux than the ISLSCP satellite data [Fig. 3a: shortwave radiation at surface (RSS), longwave radiation at surface (RLS), and latent heat flux (HFLS)] but a weaker sensible heat flux [Fig. 3a: sensible heat flux (HFSS)]. This may be partially attributed to the fact that the simulations neglect the direct radiative forcing of natural aerosols, which significantly reduce the solar energy reaching the surface (Mallet et al. 2008). Guichard et al. (2009) estimated the net surface radiation in the Sahelian Gourma (15.3°N, 1.5°W) from ground measurements to be around 120–160 W m⁻² in late boreal summer. Taking this value as representative of the zonal mean, the surface radiative budget in the model median of 130 W m⁻² is within the estimated range but about 30 W m⁻² lower than the upper limit; this results mainly from greater longwave emission than in the observations. The meridional temperature gradient is also underestimated between 0° and 20°N in the PMIP2 model median (Fig. 3a: TAS). This translates into a smaller SLP gradient between the Gulf of Guinea and the Sahel (Fig. 2c) and could explain a lower than observed low-level moisture flux and therefore an underestimate of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 ka (6 – 0) ka</td>
<td>0 ka (6 – 0) ka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRU</td>
<td>284.8</td>
<td>22.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSM3</td>
<td>435.6</td>
<td>10.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSIRO1.0</td>
<td>265.4</td>
<td>6.793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSIRO1.1</td>
<td>296.8</td>
<td>6.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECBILT</td>
<td>601.4 (563.6)</td>
<td>243.8 (155.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHAM5</td>
<td>232.4</td>
<td>10.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHAM5–LPJ</td>
<td>384.1 (377.6)</td>
<td>27.66 (24.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGOALS</td>
<td>524.6</td>
<td>137.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOAM</td>
<td>1304.0 (1255.0)</td>
<td>92.02 (77.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GISS</td>
<td>309.9</td>
<td>26.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL</td>
<td>93.58</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIROC</td>
<td>575.5</td>
<td>77.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRIfa</td>
<td>132.9 (164.6)</td>
<td>1.673 (1.623)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRInfa</td>
<td>126.6 (157.2)</td>
<td>3.545 (4.662)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HadCM3</td>
<td>615.5 (619.6)</td>
<td>33.28 (52.14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2. Annual precipitation for the preindustrial (PI) simulations (0 ka) and the changes for mid-Holocene [(6 – 0) ka] in the Sahara–Sahel and eastern Sahara regions. The numbers in the parentheses are from the OAV simulations. Units are in millimeters.
the intensity of the rain belt (Fig. 3a: precipitation) in the model median compared with observations. The inverse variation of the zonal distribution of precipitation and temperature is mirrored in the latitudinal variations of the HFLS and HFSS at the surface (Fig. 3a: HFSS and HFLS) that is also linked to the soil moisture (Fontaine et al. 2007).

The signature of the northward shift of the rain belt in the different fluxes during the mid-Holocene is depicted in the zonal means plotted in Fig. 3b. The maximum cooling coincides with the maximum precipitation increase and the northern limit of precipitation coincides with the largest surface warming. The cloud albedo effects at TOA and the surface are greatest just to the south of the maximum change in precipitation (Fig. 3b: RST and RSS), while the increased trapping of longwave radiation in the atmosphere is greatest just to the north of it (Fig. 3b: OLR). Since the surface longwave radiation and sensible heat flux are linked to TAS, the changes in these two variables resemble the change in TAS (Fig. 3b: RLS and HFSS). The change in latent heat flux broadly follows the precipitation change (Fig. 3b: HFLS). The maximum change occurs just to the north of the maximum change in precipitation. The increased atmospheric moisture content explains the increased greenhouse gas effect between 15° and 20°N.

Note that, even though the net changes in shortwave radiation at TOA and the surface are similar north of 15°N and south of 5°N, the temperature increases in the Sahara region but remains as for 0 ka over the ocean (south of 5°N) (Fig. 3b: TAS). The thermal inertia of the ocean and the fact that the changes in surface fluxes are balanced by changes in the divergence of the oceanic heat transport explain these different responses over land and ocean. Such changes enhance the SLP gradients, the northward shift and intensification of the low-level moisture flux, and thus the precipitation over land.

3. Model spread as a function of convective regimes

a. 3D structure of the West African monsoon for 0 and 6 ka

Only seven OA simulations of the models marked with an asterisk in Table 1 are used in this section, because they provide the vertical velocity at 500 hPa (ω500) and the variables necessary for the study of convective regimes. These seven simulations show a large spread of precipitation over the Sahara–Sahel and the eastern Sahara regions at 0 ka (Table 2), in which some extreme simulations can be identified; for example, FOAM has too much monsoonal precipitation in the Sahara–Sahel region, while L’Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace (IPSL) has little rainfall in both regions in Table 2. The model spread of precipitation changes at 6 ka also covers the range of model results with FGOALS and FOAM simulating changes of precipitation within the range as estimated by the reconstructions. The model spread of precipitation is linked with the surface characteristics and fluxes simulated by each model, which are part of the complex three-dimensional (3D) atmospheric circulation over West Africa (Janicot 1992). Figure 4 provides a synthesis of the 3D monsoon circulation inferred from the vertical velocity and the location of the atmospheric jet as in Nicholson (2009). The core of the rain belt around 8°N (Figs. 1a, 3a) corresponds to the region of deep convection with vertical velocity between −0.08 and −0.05 Pa s⁻¹, as shown in the two reanalysis datasets (Fig. 4a). All the models reproduce this feature, even though the location and strength of the ascending core vary from one model to another (Fig. 4a). Only a subset of models captures the shallower convection near 20° and 5°N. This feature is strongly tied to differences in the model convection schemes that affect the meridional temperature gradients. It is triggered by the differences of heat fluxes between the deep convection of the ITCZ and the dry convection of the Sahara heat low (Thorncroft and Blackburn 1999). The red and black solid lines in Fig. 4 show the locations for the core of the African easterly jet (AEJ; red) in the middle troposphere and of the tropical easterly jet (TEJ; black) in the upper troposphere in the present-day climate. The locations of the jet cores were estimated using the zonal winds longitudinally averaged between 10°W and 10°E. In the reanalyses, the AEJ is located around 15°N at a latitude that bounds the northern limit of deep convection, while the TEJ lies at 8°N for NCEP and 10°N for ERA-40 (Fig. 4a). Most of the PMIP2 models capture the location of the TEJ in the upper troposphere within the range of the reanalyses, but the AEJ shows a large spread from 10° to 22°N. As discussed by Cook (1999), this reflects the model spread in simulating the meridional temperature gradient between the equator and northern tropics. The intermodel differences in the locations of the AEJ thus reflect the large spread of TAS and latent heat release in the ITCZ (Fig. 3a).

Figure 4b shows that the most significant change for 6 ka is the enhancement of the deep convection in northern Sahel and southern Sahara. The location of the TEJ (black dash) does not change much for the models, while the AEJ (red dash) shows a consistent northward shift. The increased latent heat release in the deep convection region enhances the meridional temperature gradient and favors the northward shift of the AEJ that has been shown in atmosphere-only sensitivity experiments (Texier et al. 2000).
Fig. 4. Zonal average profiles of the vertical velocity (Pa s$^{-1}$) plotted as a function of latitude between 10°W and 10°E averaged over July and August for the different models: (a) 0 ka and (b) (6 – 0) ka. Red lines are for the African easterly jet at 600 hPa, and black lines are for the tropical easterly jet at 150 hPa. Solid lines are for 0 ka and dashed ones are for 6 ka.
**b. Precipitation and convective regimes in West Africa**

To analyze the behavior of the different models and to identify possible connections between the simulated changes of precipitation at 6 ka and the characteristics of the control simulation, we adopt the framework proposed by Bony et al. (2004) to classify the model simulations into convective regimes. Although the classification was introduced to analyze cloud feedback and convection over the tropical oceans (Bony and Dufresne 2005), it is well suited to capturing the different convective regimes over West Africa. Considering the vertical circulation shown in Fig. 4, we then choose a region that covers the Sahel and southern Sahara (7°–25°N, 10°W–20°E) for the study of convective regimes. In this methodological framework, the total precipitation over this region can be computed as

\[
Pr = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} Pr_\omega P_\omega d\omega, \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} P_\omega d\omega = 1, \quad (1)
\]

where \(Pr_\omega\) is the precipitation within a given convective regime and \(P_\omega\) is the normalized probability distribution function (PDF) for the July and August averaged \(\omega_{500}\) that defines the convective regimes over the Sahel and southern Sahara (Fig. 5). For comparison with observations, we use the reanalyses to estimate the 500-hPa vertical velocity, ground observations for temperature and precipitation, and satellite products for radiation. To simplify the discussions when comparing the simulated changes, the results are also summarized in three major convective regimes defined as deep convection \(\omega_{500} < -0.06 \text{ Pa s}^{-1}\), moderate convection \(\omega_{500}\) between \(-0.06\) and \(0 \text{ Pa s}^{-1}\), and subsidence \(\omega_{500} > 0 \text{ Pa s}^{-1}\). The limits of these three regimes were arbitrarily defined from Fig. 5 so as to highlight differences between models.

The normalized PDF for \(\omega_{500}\) exhibits two peaks in the reanalyses (Fig. 5a). The first one around \(0.01–0.02 \text{ Pa s}^{-1}\) reflects the large subsidence area in the Sahara and the other around \(-0.04\) to \(-0.06 \text{ Pa s}^{-1}\) corresponds to the convection associated with the rain belt. Deep convection only occurs in a small fraction of the study region. The range of regimes is narrower in NCEP than in ERA-40, and the extreme deep convection regimes found in ERA-40 do not occur in NCEP. The differences between the two reanalyses illustrate the uncertainty arising from the different convection schemes, the interactions with the different physical parameterizations, the assimilation schemes, and also the limited observational data that are used as inputs.

As shown in Figs. 5b–h, PMIP2 0-ka simulations fail to reproduce the two-peak PDF pattern found in the reanalyses. The models can be divided into three groups. 1) Three models [Community Climate System Model, version 3 (CCSM3), FGOALS, and IPSL] capture the two peaks but underestimate the subsidence in the Sahara. The convection in these models controls larger areas than in the reanalyses and the dry convection in the Sahara is too strong and extends too high, as shown in Fig. 4a. However, the maximum convection (negative peak) occurs in different regimes depending on the model. FGOALS has a larger PDF in the deep convective regime while CCSM3 and IPSL have maximum PDF in the moderate convective regime (Figs. 5b,c,e). 2) Three models [Model for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate (MIROC) and two Meteorological Research Institute (MRI) models] capture the subsidence peak in the Sahara but produce convective regimes that are uniformly distributed. These models also have a relatively larger PDF in the deep convective regime so that the range of convective regimes is broader than in group 1 (Figs. 5f–h). In these models, the convection scheme appears to be either on or off, with no intermediate behavior, and they therefore miss the moderate convective regimes. 3) The PDF in FOAM increases from subsidence toward convective regimes and the peak in the deep convective regime indicates the whole region is dominated by convective activities (Fig. 5d). However, we will not comment further on the results from FOAM because erroneous values were found in several data files stored in the PMIP2 database.

Several climate variables are plotted as a function of circulation regime in Fig. 6. As expected, the precipitation is nearly linearly related to \(\omega_{500}\) but with different slopes depending on the models: from \(-51.3\) in MRInfa to \(-107.8 \text{ mm day}^{-1} \text{ (Pa s}^{-1})^{-1}\) in FOAM (Fig. 6a). For comparison we estimated these slopes using the reanalyses for \(\omega_{500}\) and the CRU data for precipitation, and the slopes obtained for the moderate convective regime are \(-79.2 \text{ mm day}^{-1} \text{ (Pa s}^{-1})^{-1}\) for the estimates with ERA-40 and \(-104.7 \text{ mm day}^{-1} \text{ (Pa s}^{-1})^{-1}\) for the estimates with NCEP. This suggests that models with a larger negative slope are in better agreement with present-day climate observations. If all models had the same \(\omega_{500}\) PDF for 0 ka, models with the larger negative slope would produce greater precipitation over the whole region. This would be the case for CCSM3, FOAM, IPSL, and MIROC. However, IPSL does not produce high precipitation at 0 ka (Fig. 7a) because of the narrower PDF distribution and lower precipitation rate within the moderate convective regimes (Figs. 5e, 6a). Similarly, the two MRI versions have a smaller negative slope, which explains why they do not produce excessive precipitation.
rates for 0 ka (Fig. 7a), despite the fact that they reproduce the deeper convective regimes.

The analyses of TAS and the heat fluxes at the surface and TOA (Figs. 6b–h) are consistent with the PMIP2 model median as shown in Fig. 3a. This confirms that models overestimate solar radiation at the surface and underestimate temperature in the subsidence region due to a larger than observed longwave radiation and an overestimation of the sensible heat flux in some of the models. It further demonstrates that the surface HFLS
FIG. 6. Classification of the monsoonal variables on the convective regimes for 0 ka for a subset of seven PMIP2 coupled models: (a) precipitation (mm day$^{-1}$); (b) TAS ($^\circ$C); (c) RSS; (d) net RLS; (e) latent heat flux; (f) sensible heat flux; (g) net shortwave radiation at TOA; (h) outgoing long-wave radiation at TOA; (i) total cloud radiation forcing at TOA; and (j) surface specific humidity (kg kg$^{-1}$). Model results are compared with observations that correspond to a mixture of reanalyses, ground observations, and satellite products. In particular, the different observed variables are classified as a function of the vertical velocity in the reanalyses. The spread between the two reanalyses provides a rough estimate of the uncertainty in the classification. The precipitation and TAS are from CRU; the heat fluxes at surface and TOA are from ISLSCP and ERBE, respectively. The specific humidity data used are from NCEP and ERA-40. The units of the heat fluxes at TOA and surface and the cloud radiation forcing are W m$^{-2}$. 
varies nearly linearly with $\omega_{500}$ for the transition from subsidence to moderate convection regimes but is not a function of $\omega_{500}$ in deep convective regimes, which are mainly triggered by the large-scale convergence of humidity (Fig. 6j). Models with the larger negative slope between precipitation and $\omega_{500}$ in moderate convective regimes also have large surface latent heat flux in these regimes. This suggests that the evaporation and local surface conditions have a larger contribution in triggering the convection in these models or that the convection scheme is more efficient in drying the low-level atmosphere, thereby enhancing evaporation if soil moisture allows it. Note that IPSL has a deficit of evaporation that is certainly due to excessive dry soils, which explains the deficit in simulated precipitation. FGOALS still exhibits linear variations between HFLS and $\omega_{500}$ in the deep convective regime (Fig. 6e), suggesting that its coupling between evaporation, convection, and precipitation is too strong.

Substantial differences between the models are also found in the total cloud radiation forcing at TOA in deep and moderate convective regimes (Fig. 6i). They contribute to the model spread found in the simulated meridional temperature gradient between subsidence and deep convection regimes, as well as in the response of surface temperature to the mid-Holocene insolation forcing. Those models that have the larger cloud radiation forcing produce the larger surface temperature gradient between the Sahara region and the core of the rain belt (Fig. 6b).

c. Changes during the mid-Holocene and link with modern characteristics

All models, except FOAM, give an increased total amount of precipitation over the region of the Sahel and southern Sahara (7$^\circ$–25$^\circ$N, 10$^\circ$W–20$^\circ$E) at 6 ka, as shown in Fig. 7a. The total change in precipitation for 6 ka can be further decomposed as follows:

$$\delta Pr = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} Pr_u \delta P_u \, dw + \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} P_u \delta Pr_u \, dw + \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \delta Pr_u \delta P_u \, dw.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The three terms on the right-hand side were computed for each model from the regime-sorted analyses. The results show that in most of the models (except FGOALS and FOAM) the change of precipitation mainly results from the changes in PDF (dynamic term, the first term on the right-hand side), while the changes of rainfall within each regime (thermodynamic term, the second term) and the covariance between these two effects (the third term) have relatively small but non-negligible contributions (Fig. 7b). In all the simulations but FOAM, the dynamical change is characterized by an increase of deep and moderate convective regimes and a reduction of subsidence regimes as shown in Fig. 7c. This confirms the results of Zhao et al. (2005), who considered precipitation and precipitation minus evaporation over the Sahel region. This finding implies that the increased precipitation mainly results from a higher frequency of high precipitating events, as shown from the atmosphere-only simulation of de Noblet et al. (1996). In addition, for a similar shift in $\omega_{500}$ PDF, models that have a larger negative slope of precipitation as a function of the convective regimes would produce larger precipitation changes.

However, systematic differences can be found between the different model categories. Models in group 1 (CCSM3, FGOALS, and IPSL) show a reduction of
subsidence and increases in the deep and moderate convective regimes with a shift toward regimes that are not present in the control simulation (Figs. 5b,c,e, 7c). In these models, large-scale temperature gradients and shears over Africa and the increase in atmospheric moisture convergence appear as dominant factors in triggering deeper convection and higher precipitation. Among the models of group 2, which capture the subsidence peak but with uniformly distributed convective regimes, MIROC shows a shift of PDF toward deep convective regimes but with little change of PDF in moderate convective regimes (Fig. 5f), while the two MRIs have a redistribution of the PDF between the different regimes but with no shift toward deeper convective regimes that are not present in the control simulation (Fig. 5g,h). This may be because convection and precipitation are already driven by these deep convective regimes in the 0-ka simulation.

The total change in precipitation in the different regimes (Fig. 7c) is also affected by the thermodynamic changes (Fig. 8). In this respect, FGOALS differs from the other models in group 1, since it is the only model for which the precipitation change for 6 ka is dominated by the thermodynamic term (Fig. 7b), suggesting that a threshold was reached in this model. The northward shift of the monsoon circulation triggers local hydrological recycling that increases the evaporation, particularly in the subsidence regime (Fig. 8d), thus favoring the strengthening of precipitation and latent heat release (Fig. 8c) and TAS cooling (Fig. 8b). This also implies the occurrence of extreme precipitation events in the subsidence regime in the southern Sahara in FGOALS.

Three other models (IPSL, MIROC, and MRIfa) also exhibit less efficient convective regimes in which the precipitation is reduced at 6 ka. The total precipitation shows an increase (Fig. 7c) in these models because these less efficient regimes occur over a wider area. It is difficult to fully understand why the regimes are less efficient in these models from the variables provided in the PMIP2 database. The reduction in precipitation is greater in the deep convective regime for MRIfa (Fig. 8a), but there is no direct link with surface fluxes or specific humidity, suggesting that it results from a broader humidification of the atmospheric column. For IPSL and

**FIG. 8.** Changes of monsoonal variables in the mid-Holocene within the three major convective regimes for the seven model subset of the PMIP2 models: (a) precipitation (mm day$^{-1}$), (b) TAS ($^\circ$C), (c) latent heat flux, and (d) specific humidity (kg kg$^{-1}$). The three major convective regimes are as in Fig. 7.
MIROC, the reduction is greater in moderate convective regimes and is associated with higher surface temperature and reduced evaporation and latent heat flux (Fig. 8).

Figure 9a also highlights an inverse relationship between precipitation at 6 ka within the deep convective regimes and the relative importance of this regime in the control simulation: the larger the fraction in the control simulation, the larger the reduction of precipitation within the regime. This explains why Braconnot et al. (2007b) found an inverse relationship between the percentage total precipitation change over West Africa and the amount of precipitation simulated for present-day climate across PMIP2 simulations.

4. Discussion and conclusions

In this study, simulations of the West African monsoon from PMIP2 coupled models for both present-day climate and the mid-Holocene are assessed and the model spread is discussed based on a classification of the monsoonal convective regimes. PMIP2 model median values for the monsoon rainfall, TAS, and the radiation and heat fluxes at TOA are compared with two reanalyses and observations from CRU, ERBE, and ISLSCP satellite data, as well as past climate reconstructions for precipitation. This comparison shows that the PMIP2 model ensemble provides a reasonable picture of climatology for both the present-day and mid-Holocene that can be used as climate input for different environmental studies.

However, systematic model biases are highlighted in the preindustrial simulations. In particular, meridional temperature gradient is underestimated between 0° and 20°N by the PMIP2 model median, resulting in a smaller gradient of SLP between the Gulf of Guinea and Sahel. This explains a lower than observed low-level moisture flux and an underestimate of rainfall intensity when compared with observations. This underestimate of the temperature gradient results mainly from too low a temperature over the Sahara, in spite of excessive solar radiation at TOA and the surface. The other fluxes are also stronger than the satellite data, in particular the longwave flux at the surface.

The PMIP2 model median for the mid-Holocene shows increases of precipitation over the Sahel and the southern Sahara due to a northward shift of the ITCZ in response to an enhanced seasonal cycle in the Northern Hemisphere. The change of precipitation is consistent with proxy data, even though the northward extent of the rain belt and the intensity of precipitation change are underestimated. The analyses of convective regimes in a subset of seven PMIP2 models confirm that the differences between the mid-Holocene and present-day climates are mainly driven by the large-scale dynamics. The increased convergence of humidity over the Sahel and the southern Sahara resulting from the strengthened monsoon flow triggers deeper convection and increases the precipitation. It also allows for a northward extension of the rain belt, which reduces the PDF for areas of subsidence. Only two models, FGOALS and FOAM, produce changes that are driven by the changes in atmospheric thermodynamics. However, the results of these two models should be considered with care, since they differ in several respects from both the other models and the modern climatology inferred from the reanalysis data and observations. FGOALS has an increase of
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precipitation in subsidence regions, suggesting local or large-scale condensation and extreme precipitation events there. FOAM is the only model that produces a reduction of total precipitation over the Sahel and southern Sahara region.

For the other models, the changes of precipitation are tied to present-day climate conditions (precipitation as a function of the convective regimes) and to the changes in the distribution of precipitation. Even though there is a large spread between model results, two major model categories emerge from this analysis. Models for which deep convective regimes are dominant in present-day climate mainly have a higher frequency of high precipitation events, with little or no shift toward regimes of deeper convection. For this category the deep convective regimes are less efficient, which partially counteracts the increase in precipitation. Models that favor moderate convection as in the present-day climate reanalyses produce a shift of the convective regime distribution toward deeper convection, and all convective regimes become more efficient in producing precipitation. The comparison of the different regimes with present-day observations estimated by ω500 from the reanalyses suggests that models in the latter category are better at reproducing the distribution of convective regimes over West Africa.

It is thus important to go back to the large-scale circulation and to understand how the large-scale temperature gradients are modified and where the most sensitive regions are located in order to fully understand the differences in the changes during mid-Holocene. This matches the conclusion of Braconnot et al. (2002), who found that large-scale changes and the thermodynamic factors inferred from present-day climate simulation are both needed to account for the large spread of model simulations in the monsoon area. Assessment of the radiation and heat fluxes over West Africa in the models is difficult given the large uncertainties in the reanalyses and observations, but the results clearly show that the models overestimate the solar radiation (Fig. 3a) and underestimate the cloud radiative forcing in deep and moderate convective regimes (Fig. 6i). These biases also have a damping effect on the enhancement of the mid-Holocene temperature gradient over the continent and the strengthening of the African heat low in summer and hence the inland penetration of the monsoon flow.

The differences in the cloud radiative forcing between the deep convection within the ITCZ and the subsidence farther north have a direct impact on the transmission of the insolation forcing from the top of the atmosphere to the land surface. This is supported by the linear relationship found across model results between the change in cloud radiative forcing for 6 ka and the cloud radiative forcing estimate in the present-day climate for both the deep and moderate convection regimes (Fig. 9b). This indicates that the albedo effect of clouds depends on the simulation of present-day climate for most of the models, thereby emphasizing the need to improve the representation of cloud forcing to improve modeling of the large-scale monsoon flow over West Africa.

It is not possible from this analysis to isolate completely the role of the convection scheme from the interaction with the land surface or soil moisture. This would require running additional sensitivity experiments to separate the different contributions (convection, clouds, albedo, soil moisture, vegetation, etc.). Different land surface schemes produce significantly different surface fluxes over most land. Wei et al. (2010) suggested that the differences in atmospheric parameterization and in land surface scheme give comparable changes to the sensible heat flux over semi-arid regions. Our analyses show that some of the models have too strong a coupling between the latent heat and convection in deep convective regimes. They also highlight the key role of local hydrological recycling in moderate convection, suggesting that a proper representation of soil moisture is needed and that it is particularly important in the transition region between moderate convection and subsidence, such as the Sahara–Sahel transition.

The classification into convective regimes is shown here to be very useful for classifying the different model responses and isolating some aspects of the control climate: these include the distribution of convective regimes, the amount of precipitation within different regimes, or the cloud radiative forcing that play a role in the simulated response and explain part of the model spread. This study provides a framework for understanding model results that can be applied to different climate and scenario simulations, including projections of future climate.
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